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1. Share findings from two randomized 
trials conducted in pediatric care settings; 

2. Think together about what could 
have/should have/might have happened 
next….

Goal
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Study 1: iScreen Study

Goal: Examine and compare disclosure rates 
of families’ social, economic, and safety needs 
in an urban emergency room using two 
different survey formats
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Study findings
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What happened next? 

A. The ED started 
routinely conducting 
social needs screening 
with all patients.

B. The ED started 
using tablets for 
screening.

C. None of the above



Study 2: Navigator Intervention Trial

Goal: Examine the effectiveness of a 
navigator intervention designed to address 
families’ social needs. 

Examine the comparative effectiveness of two
interventions designed to address families’ 
social needs. 
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Social Intervention RCT: Study Design
Active Control: Social screening + written resources 
(Exceeds standard of care, inexpensive, easily 
disseminated)

Social Screening
Do you need...?

q Food
q Housing 
q Help with benefits
q Legal services
q Utilities assistance
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Navigation arm: Social screening + in-person resource 
navigation (More time-consuming and expensive)

Social Intervention RCT: Study Design

Social Screening
Do you need...?

q Food
q Housing 
q Help with benefits
q Legal services
q Utilities assistance
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Rigor vs. Reality

• Changed control to a low-intensity 
intervention

• Randomized by day instead of by patient
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Results: Prevalence of social needs (% of total sample) 
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What happened next? 

A. The health system fully funded our navigator 
program and it’s been smooth sailing ever since.

B. The health system fully funded our navigator 
program and decided to give us tablets so we could 
also do electronic screening.

C. The health system decided to run with the active 
control intervention, which was lower intensity but 
still impactful.

D. None of the above.
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What did we learn? 

• We can do high quality research on social needs 
screening and interventions in clinical settings—even 
on effectiveness;

• Designing these studies requires close collaboration 
between partners—and researchers who can make 
changes in design to accommodate clinical barriers; 

• In many cases, effectiveness studies have to be 
followed by more pragmatic research; 

• Research needs to get into the hands of policy makers 
and funders to change practice. 
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